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ABSTRACT
Projection is an-inner defence mechanism in which a personal motive that is forbidden is perceived by the
person concerned as a motive of one or several other persons. Projective techniques are questioning
techniques that depersonalise the question to the respondent thereby desensitising the respondent to the
answer they give and deactivating their conscious defences about the answer they give. Projective
techniques are based on quite unstructured materials — a vague and ambiguous picture, an ink-blot, a
word, a phrase, some modelling clay or a paper and the finger prints. There are numerous exploratory,
standardized or unstandardized projective media. Projective techniques are sufficiently versatile to be
employed within a wide range of research strategies and applications. They can be involving and fun for
respondents, tap feelings, perceptions and attitudes that can be difficult to access by more direct questioning
techniques and can be a rich source of new leads and ideas for researchers.
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CONCEPT AND BACKGROUND
The projection of inner perceptions to the
outside environment is a primitive mechanism.
It has the greatest share in shaping one's outer
world. ―A person who ascribes to another
person a trait or desires of his own that it would
be painful for his ego to admit; is said to be
projecting. Projection, being an unconscious
defence mechanism, is not communicated to
others and represents a false perception in the
person himself. "As Harold H. Anderson (1952)
has shown in the above definition, projection is
an-inner defence mechanism in which a
personal motive that is forbidden is perceived by
the person concerned as a motive of one or
several other persons.
Norman D Sandburg (1977) has classified
projection in two ways — classic and
generalized. He told, "There are two important
ways in which the term is used. Classic
projection is the defence mechanism described
by Freud, and refers to an unconscious and
pathological process when the person rejects
unacceptable impulses or qualities in him but
attributes them to individuals or objects in the
environment. According to Rapaport and others
(1952) "The concept of projection as used in

projective procedures is one formed on the
pattern of projector and screen, in this sense, a
projection has occurred when the psychological
structure of the subject becomes palpable in his
actions, choices, products and creations.
Therefore, when a procedure is designed as to
enable the subject to demonstrate his
psychological structure untilled by conventional
mode, it is projective.
The subject matter used in the procedure serves
as a lens of projector, and the recorded material
of elicited behaviour is the screen with the
picture projected on it.‖Freud's discovery of
psychoanalysis became the basis of all
projective techniques. The way in which Jung
utilized the free association method,
foreshadowed the finalisation of the projective
techniques.
Projective techniques are questioning techniques
that depersonalise the question to the respondent
thereby desensitising the respondent to the
answer they give and deactivating their
conscious defences about the answer they give
(Boddy, 2005b; Ramsey, Ibbotson, & McCole,
2006; Vinten, 1995). Several different
techniques were developed such as the wellknown Rorschach technique, or ‗ink-blot test‘,
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where subjects are assumed to project aspects of
their personality onto the ambiguous features of
a defined set of blots of ink (Graca & Whiddon,
1990). Market researchers use projective
techniques in a much more structured way than
the Rorschach technique, to facilitate deeper
responses from respondents than direct
questions obtain (Haire, 1950; Hofstede,
vanHoof, Walenberg, & deJong, 2007).

CLASSIFICATION
TECHNIQUE

OF

PROJECTIVE

Projective techniques are based on quite
unstructured materials — a vague and
ambiguous picture, an ink-blot, a word, a
phrase, some modelling clay or a paper and the
finger prints. There are numerous exploratory,
standardized or unstandardised projective
media. A number of projective techniques are
being used to understand personality aspects.
They may be classified by various schemes,
stressing the nature of materials, the manner of
interpretation or the type of behaviour or
response that is required of the subject.
Linzey (1961) has categorized the great variety
of projective devices into five groups, based on
types of responses required from the subject —
Association Techniques
Association techniques ask the person to
respond to some stimulus with first word, image
or percept that comes to mind. Examples are the
Rorschach and word association.
Construction Techniques
Construction techniques give the subject the
task of producing something, usually a story or a
drawing such as the Thematic Apperception
Test.
Completion Techniques
Completion techniques require the subject to
finish an incomplete task in any manner he
wishes, such as the sentence-completion
procedure.
Choice or Ordering Techniques
Choice or ordering techniques merely involves a
selection among alternatives, sometimes with
instructions to rank the possibilities in order of
preference or attractiveness; such as the
Tomikas Horn Picture Arrangement Test which
consists of sets of three line drawings depicting
activities to be arranged by the subject to make a
story.
Expressive Techniques
Expressive techniques are oriented toward
revealing personal manner and style in the
11

process of performing some activities, such as
play situations with children or the draw-aperson test.
Word Association Test
The word association technique consists of a list
of words which is read by the examiner to the
subject one at a time. The subject is asked to
respond with the first word, image, idea or
percept that occurs to him. He is asked not to
reflect or reason but to give his most immediate
response. The word association test comes in the
group of association techniques. Originally the
test was known as the '‗free association test".
The word association test may be considered in
the group of verbal techniques also. Most of the
projective techniques require verbal responses
but certain projective techniques are wholly
verbal, utilising only words in both stimulus
material and responses. The classical form of
verbal projective test is the word association.
The word association test is fully a verbal
technique; we may call it word-word association
test. It may be administered in either oral or
written form. It is also suitable for 'written
group administration.

THE
USEFULNESS
TECHNIQUES

OF

PROJECTIVE

Psychologists and market researchers who are
used to using projective techniques both claim
that they are very useful, and Simeonoff, for
example, (1976) says:
―People who have experience of projective
techniques realize the insight they can give, not
only into other people‘s mental processes but
also into one‘s own‖. (Semeonoff, 1976).
The definition of projective techniques given in
the ‗Dictionary of Marketing Terms‘,
(Anonymous, 2007) gives an insight as to why
these techniques are found to be useful, they are
defined as being: ―A psychological method of
uncovering subconscious material within
subjects‖. This ability to uncover subconscious
material makes them useful in such work as
brand development research (Chandler et al.,
2002), in educational research (Catterall &
Ibbotson, 2000), in consumer research (Chang,
2001) and in psychological counselling (Clark,
1995).
This is because their use helps people to
articulate and acknowledge facets and feelings
that may otherwise prove hard to access and
may therefore remain unrecognised. They have
been used in market research since the reported
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success of their use in studies in the early 1950‘s
(Haire, 1950).
In previous research among business academics
and postgraduate business students, respondents
were given a presentation on the usefulness of
projective techniques and then asked to
complete the verbal reply bubble and thought
reply bubble in reply to another researcher
asking them what they thought about using
projective techniques in business research
(Boddy, 2004b; Boddy, 2005a). When the
business academics in this study became aware
of projective techniques, they reported that they
regarded them as helpful and that they wanted to
find out more about them so that they could use
them in their own research.
It was apparent in this study that although
market researchers and psychologists use
projective techniques frequently in their
research, most academics do not. However, once
they had become familiar with the theory behind
projective techniques and with their use
inpractice, academics were persuaded as to the
potential benefits of using these techniques.

BENEFITS
OF
TECHNIQUES

USING

PROJECTIVE

Projective techniques are sufficiently versatile to
be employed within a wide range of research
strategies and applications. They can be
involving and fun for respondents, tap feelings,
perceptions and attitudes that can be difficult to
access by more direct questioning techniques
and can be a rich source of new leads and ideas
for researchers.
Projective techniques are usually employed in
combination with other quantitative and
qualitative
research
techniques.
Word
association, sentence completion and bubble
cartoons can be incorporated into interviewer
administered or self-completion questionnaires
(Oppenheim, 1992). Other techniques such as
story telling or personification techniques are
more appropriately employed in class
discussions or focus groups. Where projective
techniques are introduced at an early stage in
group discussions, the responses they generate
can provide ideas and new perspectives for
further discussion (Will et al., 1996). Clark
(1995) suggested that they could be used in the
counselling process for similar reasons.
The willingness of respondents to cooperate and
volunteer thoughtful responses concerns
academic and commercial researchers (MortonWilliams, 1993). Long questionnaires and long,

boring runs of questions with little variety in
response format can demotivate respondents.
Researchers may be disappointed when answers
to open questions appear superficial and
stereotypical. By contrast, projective techniques
generate respondent curiosity because they are
different, unusual and intriguing. They are more
likely to stretch the respondent‘s imagination
and involvement than survey questions and
scales.

DRAWBACKS OF PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES
The assumption that projective techniques tap
into the deep layers of the psyche that are
inaccessible to direct questioning is open to
challenge. Mostyn (1978) and Yoell (1974)
argued that responses reflected cultural and
social awareness rather than the projection of
unconscious
thoughts
and
feelings.
Paradoxically, the reason they were rejected by
Yoell and others is the very reason they are so
attractive to consumer researchers today. With
the prevailing cultural turn in much consumer
research, projective techniques are employed for
what they can reveal about consumer products
and brands as cultural symbols and the myths
that surround them (Durgee, 1988; Levy, 1994).
Currently, there are two broad approaches to the
analysis and interpretation of projective data, the
content analysis approach (Mostyn, 1985) and
interpretive approach (Durgee, 1988; Levy,
1994). Content analysis is well documented in
the literature and involves an examination of the
content of the data to identify themes or
categories and their salience Market and
consumer researchers employ a range of
interpretive approaches to the data, including
semiotic analysis (Alexander et al., 1995) and
story grammars (Mick, 1986; Mick et al., 1992).
Others employ psychodynamic frameworks to
data interpretation (Broadbent & Cooper, 1987).
Most respondents have little experience of
projective techniques and are naturally curious
about their purpose, their own and others‘
responses and how these will be interpreted
where practicable, we provide an opportunity
for those who complete them to compare
responses and to help in their analysis and
interpretation.
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